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PRESIDENT TRUMP ISSUES HEALTH CARE EXECUTIVE 
ORDER BUT NO MAJOR CHANGES IMMINENT
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On September 24, 2020, President Trump issued an executive order titled An America-First Healthcare 
Plan.  The order directs federal agencies to continue implementing many existing Trump Administration 
priorities and projects. These include: (1) ensuring healthcare access, (2) increasing price transparency, 
and (3) providing protections for people with preexisting conditions. 

The order also articulates several other health care goals. These include:

• Expanding Access to Affordable Prescription Drugs. The Administration plans to accelerate new
generic and biosimilar drug approvals and facilitate the safe importation of affordable prescription
drugs from abroad.  

• Surprise Medical Billing.  The order directs the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
to work with Congress to pass a law to protect American consumers from surprise medical bills by 
December 31, 2020.  Failing that, the President asks HHS to address this issue through regulatory
action.

• Medicare.gov Website.  Finally, the order requires HHS to update the Medicare.gov Hospital
Compare website within 180 days. The update must inform beneficiaries of hospital billing quality
matters. The website will have to note if a hospital complies with price transparency rules and if a
hospital provides patients with a receipt that includes a list of itemized services received during a
hospital stay. It will also indicate how often a hospital pursues legal action against patients.

It is important to note that NONE of the changes contemplated by this Executive Order are immediately 
effective.  Instead, the Executive Order can be looked at as more of a roadmap of the health care 
policy changes the President will work to implement through the remainder of 2020 and if he secures 
a second term.

We will update you on any additional information as appropriate.

MZQ Consulting, LLC is not a law firm and cannot dispense legal advice.  Anything contained in this communication is not and should not be construed 
as legal advice.  If you need legal advice, please contact your legal counsel.
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